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Organic Dark Chocolate Crunchies (vegan)
Enjoy chocolatey crunchies and vegan too? It's possible with our vegan organic
dark chocolate crunchies! Crunchy cornflakes coated with tart dark chocolate - the
perfect combination for all chocolate fans! Enjoy and also do something good for
the environment: The ingredients are from controlled organic cultivation and the
packaging is also 100 per cent recyclable, thus protecting nature.

Organic Dark Chocolate Quinoa Blueberry
Crunchies
You like it chocolaty and fruity? Then our organic quinoa blueberry crunchies are
just the thing for you! Fruity blueberries coated with melt-in-the-mouth chocolate
and crunchy crunch - simply the perfect combination for a delicious snack! Crunch
and do something good for the environment too: The ingredients are from
controlled organic cultivation and the packaging is also 100 per cent recyclable,
thus protecting nature.

Chocolate Crunchies Caramel
Yummy, yummy, yummy! A must for every caramel lover! Are you a real fan of
melt-in-the-mouth caramel? Then our chocolate caramel crunchies are exactly to
your taste! Crunchy crunch paired with tender caramel and covered in the finest
milk chocolate with a hint of sea salt - this combination makes the heart of every
caramel fan beat faster!

Chocolate Crunchies Lime (White Chocolate)
Bring the summer home! Do you like it chocolaty, fresh and light? Then our
chocolate lime crunchies are just the thing for you! Fresh lime coated with delicate
white chocolate and a crunchy centre - so you can really enjoy your evening out.
Our tip for hot days: enjoy them chilled in the fridge! But they are not only an
absolute highlight in summer, they can of course be eaten all year round.
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